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Statistical Delay and Error-Rate Bounded QoS
Provisioning Over mmWave Cell-Free M-MIMO
and FBC-HARQ-IR Based 6G Wireless Networks
Xi Zhang , Fellow, IEEE, Jingqing Wang , and H. Vincent Poor, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract— As a new and dominating 6G mobile-networks’ service class for time-sensitive traffics, massive ultra-reliable and
low latency communications (mURLLC) has received tremendous
attention. One of key 6G enabling-techniques for achieving
mURLLC lies in how to efficiently support statistical delay
and error-rate bounded quality-of-services (QoS) provisioning for
real-time data-transmissions over time-varying wireless networks.
Towards this end, several emerging wireless techniques, including
finite blocklength coding (FBC), hybrid automatic repeat request
with incremental redundancy (HARQ-IR) protocol, millimeter
wave (mmWave), cell-free (CF) massive multiple-input multipleoutput (m-MIMO), etc., have been shown to be 6G promising
enablers to significantly improve various QoS performances.
However, integrating these techniques with the statistical delay
and error-rate bounded QoS provisioning theory for mURLLC
has imposed many new difficulties not encountered before.
To overcome these challenges, in this paper we propose the
statistical delay-and-error-rate-bounded QoS provisioning system
architecture over mmWave user-centric CF m-MIMO and FBCHARQ-IR based 6G wireless networks. First, we establish the
comprehensive system models by accurately characterizing the
integrations of above-described 6G promising techniques with
statistical QoS provisioning theory. Then, we integrate FBC
with HARQ-IR protocol to derive the channel capacity as a
function of error probability. Finally, we obtain the closed-form
expressions for effective capacities under our proposed schemes.
We also conduct a set of simulations to validate and evaluate
our proposed FBC-HARQ-IR based mmWave user-centric CF
m-MIMO schemes.
Index Terms— Statistical delay and error-rate bounded QoS,
6G mobile wireless networks, mURLLC, mmWave user-centric
CF m-MIMO, FBC-HARQ-IR, effective capacity.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE DELAY-BOUNDED statistical quality-of-service
(QoS) theory [1], [2] has been proposed as a promis-
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ing technique to support the explosively growing demands
of time-sensitive wireless multimedia applications over the
upcoming sixth generation (6G) multimedia mobile wireless
networks. Given a specific delay bound, the design issues
of QoS provisioning for multimedia wireless services have
received considerable research attention. Because of the highly
time-varying nature of wireless fading channels, deterministic
delay-bounded QoS constraints are no longer feasible to characterize queuing behaviors of multimedia wireless services.
Towards this end, the concept of statistical QoS provisioning
[3]–[5], in terms of effective capacity and delay-bounded
violation probabilities, has been proposed to support timesensitive wireless communications over 6G multimedia mobile
wireless networks.
In addition, as one of the 6G standard traffic services,
massive ultra-reliable and low latency communications
(mURLLC) [6] requires short-packet data communications to
support time-sensitive wireless multimedia services. Along
this direction, finite blocklength coding (FBC) is proposed
in [7] and the results have shown that the codeword blocklength can be as short as 100 channel symbols for reliable
communications. The authors of [8] have exploited recent
results of non-asymptotic coding rate to derive the goodput
over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels and the
energy-efficiency spectral-efficiency tradeoff. The maximum
achievable coding rate using FBC over AWGN channels has
been derived in [9]. The authors of [10] have investigated
different properties of channel codes that approach the fundamental limits of a given memoryless wireless channel in
the finite blocklength regime.
Moreover, due to the ultra-low latency and high reliability guarantees of mURLLC, the traditional automatic repeat
and request (ARQ) scheme, which requires acknowledgement (ACK) or non-ACK (NACK) feedback, is no longer
efficient for supporting delay-sensitive wireless multimedia
applications. Towards this end, researchers have developed
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) [11] protocols,
including HARQ with incremental redundancy (HARQIR) [12] and HARQ chase combining (HARQ-CC) [13],
to adaptively control the transmission rate based on decoding
feedback. There has been a great deal of research focusing
on the performance analyses of HARQ protocols while being
integrated with FBC. The authors of [14] have compared the
link-level system performance with HARQ-IR and HARQ-CC,
and shown that HARQ-IR can significantly improve channel
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coding rate as compared with HARQ-CC. The authors of [12]
have studied power allocation policies using the HARQ-IR
protocol when analyzing reliable downlink data transmissions
under QoS constraints. The impact of fixed transmission
rate, queuing constraints, and hard-deadline limitations on the
throughput has been studied in [15] while applying the HARQIR protocol.
On the other hand, massive multiple-input multiple-output
(m-MIMO) systems [16] with large antenna arrays implemented at the base stations (BSs) to simultaneously serve
large numbers of mobile users have been developed to support
the explosively increasing number of mobile devices while
addressing the wireless spectrum scarcity problem. When
designing m-MIMO systems, inter-cell interference is becoming a major bottleneck and cannot be removed due to a
cell-centric implementation. To solve the design issues for
the traditional m-MIMO systems, cell-free m-MIMO [17]
has been proposed as a promising network architecture for
6G multimedia mobile wireless networks. Such a distributed
cell-free m-MIMO system architecture model significantly
increases throughput as well as user coverage, and the coprocessing at multiple access points (APs) can suppress the
inter-cell interference. On the other hand, cell-free m-MIMO
system requires higher capacity of backhaul connections and
the co-processing at the APs increases backhaul overhead.
To reduce this backhaul overhead, a “user-centric” approach
has been proposed for cell-free m-MIMO systems, where
each mobile user is served by a selected subset of APs that
are within the user-centric cluster. Two AP selection strategies for user-centric cell-free m-MIMO systems are proposed
in [18], including received-power-based selection and largestlarge-scale-fading-based selection. The authors of [19] have
shown that such a user-centric cell-free m-MIMO approach
outperforms the pure cell-free m-MIMO approach in terms of
achievable data-rate per-user for the vast majority of mobile
users in the network. The authors of [20] have studied the
downlink performance of cell-free m-MIMO systems in terms
of the minimum data-rate among all users.
When integrating m-MIMO techniques with mmWave techniques, the major design issues, such as accurate channel
estimation, have been investigated to reduce the hardware
complexity as well as power consumption over the mmWave
m-MIMO based wireless fading channels. To resolve such
problems, the authors of [21] have developed low-complexity
multiuser hybrid analog/digital precoding algorithms with limited feedbacks. Although the traditional suboptimal approaches
for selecting analog precoders and combiners can avoid
exhaustive search, they still require some high-complexity
operations. Due to the sparsity characteristics of mmWave
wireless fading channels, researchers have developed a dictionary learning method [22] to solve the hybrid beamforming
optimization problem in a low-complexity way. The authors
of [23] have proposed an algorithm for adapting dictionaries in order to achieve sparse signal representations. The
authors of [22] have developed a dictionary learning-based
channel estimation model such that a dictionary is learned
from comprehensively collected channel measurements. Furthermore, when being integrated with mmWave techniques,
the assumptions and analytical results in [17], [20], [24]

for cell-free m-MIMO systems cannot be directly applied
in mmWave frequency bands. The authors of [25] have
introduced and analyzed the user-centric and cell-free system
architectures at millimeter wave frequencies. The authors
of [26] have proposed downlink power control algorithms
to maximize the global energy efficiency in mmWave usercentric and cell-free m-MIMO architectures. However, how to
efficiently integrate mmWave with cell-free m-MIMO architecture models in the finite blocklength regime under statistical
delay and error-rate bounded constraints is still an open
problem.
To effectively overcome the above-mentioned challenges,
in this paper we integrate an mmWave user-centric cellfree m-MIMO system with the FBC-HARQ-IR technique
over 6G wireless networks. In particular, we establish
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based system models. Then, we apply the dictionary learning method to design
a low-complexity beam-training algorithm for solving the
beam-training optimization problem. We also apply the FBCHARQ-IR protocol to determine the channel capacity as well
as error probability using FBC. Based on the information
theoretic results in QoS theory, we characterize QoS metrics
in terms of error probability and derive the corresponding
effective capacity function for our proposed FBC-HARQIR based mmWave cell-free m-MIMO schemes. We also
conduct a set of simulations to validate and evaluate our
proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes
by implementing statistical delay and error-rate bounded QoS
provisioning in the finite blocklength regime.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
establishes mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based
system models. Section III designs the dictionary learning
based beam-training algorithm. Section IV derives the channel capacity and error probability using the FBC-HARQ-IR
protocol. Section V derives and analyzes statistical delay and
error-rate bounded QoS metrics and the effective capacity
function in the finite blocklength regime. Section VI evaluates
and analyzes the system performance for our proposed FBCHARQ-IR based mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO
schemes. The paper concludes with Section VII.
II. T HE N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE AND S YSTEM M ODELS
A. The mmWave User-Centric Cell-Free m-MIMO and
FBC-HARQ-IR System Architecture
Fig. 1 shows our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free
m-MIMO and FBC-HARQ-IR system architecture, assuming
that there are Ka randomly located APs over a large area
and Ku mobile users (Ku  Ka ). As shown in Fig. 1, we
consider a mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO network
model, where each mobile user is served by coherent joint
transmissions from a selected subset of APs which are within
the user-centric cluster. Fig. 2 shows the system transmittinggroup and receiving-group model at PHY-layer for our proposed mmWave cell-free m-MIMO and FBC-HARQ-IR based
6G multimedia mobile wireless networks. We assume that
each AP is equipped with NT antennas and LT RF chains,
while each mobile user is equipped with a single antenna
(NT > Ku , NT ≥ LT , and LT < Ku ). Define G(k) as the
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as follows:
precoding matrix mopt , FR,opt
k,m



 
hk,m FRk,m 2
P1 : mopt , FR,opt
=
arg
max
(2)
k,m
F
{m, FRk,m }
s.t. C1: FRk,m ∈ F c , ∀m;

2
C2: FRk,m FBk,m F = 1, ∀m,

Fig. 1. The system architecture model for user-centric cell-free m-MIMO
based 6G multimedia mobile wireless networks.

group of mobile users served by the kth AP, where |G(k)| =
LT < Ku . Define K(m) as the set of clustered APs that serve
mobile user m. All APs are connected to a central processing
unit (CPU) through backhaul links.
B. The mmWave User-Centric Cell-Free m-MIMO Based
System Models in the Finite Blocklength Regime
As shown in Fig. 3, each time interval is divided into
three phases: 1) Large-scale beam-training phase for hybrid
precoder design and user selection, where each AP chooses
an optimal RF precoder and selects a group of mobile users
G(k) with the best channel quality; 2) Small-scale uplink
training phase, where mobile users send uplink pilot symbols
to the APs, then each AP estimates the wireless channels
to all mobile users based on the received pilot symbols;
3) Downlink finite-blocklength data transmission phase, where
the APs use the knowledge of channel estimation obtained
in the previous small-scale uplink training phase, precode,
and transmit the finite-blocklength data to mobile users under
HARQ-IR protocol, as shown in Fig. 3. HARQ-IR protocol
will be discussed in detail in Section IV. There, we define np
as the number of channel uses for uplink pilot training symbols
and nd as the number of channel uses reserved for transmitting
L equal-length downlink-data blocks with n
 symbols each for
n. Define n
implementing HARQ-IR protocol, i.e., nd = L
as the total number of channel uses for both uplink pilot
training and downlink data transmission phases. Thus, we have
n (see Fig. 3).
n = np + nd = np + L
1) Large-Scale Beam-Training Phase: The goal of largescale beam-training phase is to develop an efficient algorithm
NT ×LT
to design an optimal RF precoder FR,opt
and user
k,m ∈ C
selection group G(k). Define an equivalent channel’s impulse
 k,m , between the kth AP and
response vector, denoted by h
mobile user m as in the following equation:
 k,m = hk,m FR
(1)
h
k,m

where hk,m ∈ C1×NT represents the channel’s impulse
response vector from the kth AP to mobile user m and
FRk,m ∈ CNT ×LT is the analog precoder from AP k to mobile
user m. Correspondingly, we can formulate the maximization
problem P1 which selects the best mobile user and the optimal

(3)

where M
F is the Frobenius norm of matrix M, which is
defined as Tr ((M† )M) where Tr(·) denotes the trace of a
matrix and (·)† denotes the Hermitian transpose of a matrix,
FBk,m is the digital precoder from AP k to mobile user m, and
F c = {f c (1), . . . , f c (NT )} is the beam steering codebook
stored at the APs, where f c (i) is given by


 T
−1)
1
jπ −1+ (2i
jπ(NT −1) −1+ 2i−1
NT
NT
f c (i) = √
,...,e
1, e
NT
(4)
√
T
for i = 1, . . . , NT where j = −1 and [·] is the transpose
of a vector. Note that the vector f c (i) has the same structure
as the antenna array’s response vector. To solve the above
optimization problem P1 , we can apply the exhaustive search
method. However, the complexity of such exhaustive search
method is too high, especially for m-MIMO scenario. Accordingly, we design low-complexity suboptimal beam-training
algorithm to solve P1 and its corresponding user selection
algorithm in Section III.
2) Small-Scale Uplink Training Phase: Define the pilot
training sequence from all Ku mobile users as sm 
(n )
(1)
2
sm , . . . , sm p and sm F = 1. During the small-scale
uplink training phase, we can derive the received signal,
(l)
denoted by y k , at the kth AP for transmitting the lth training
data block as in the following equation:
Ku

(l)

yk =

m=1


 k,m s(l) + n(l) , l = 1, . . . , np
Pp h
m
k

(5)

where Pp is the uplink pilot transmit power from each mobile
(l)
user to the AP; sm denotes the pilot training signal sent
 k,m represents the
from mobile user m to the kth AP; h
equivalent channel’s impulse response vector between mobile
(l)
user m and the kth AP, given in Eq. (1); and nk is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and
variance σ 2 . Then, we can derive the minimum mean-squared
error (MMSE) channel estimation as follows:

†
 k,m h
 k,m
Eh k,m h
 k,m =
h
†
Ku

FRk,m Ehk,m hk,m (hk,m )† FRk,m +σ 2 IKu
m=1
2


 R †
†
R 
 F
h
F
E
(h
)
hk,m
k,m
k,m
k,m 
 k,m
= K
†
u
†
FRk,m Ehk,m hk,m (hk,m ) FRk,m +σ 2 IKu
m=1

(6)
where  ·  is the Euclidean norm of a matrix, Eh k,m [·] and
 k,m and hk,m ,
Ehk,m [·] are the expectations with respect to h
respectively, and IKu is the identity matrix of size Ku .
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Fig. 2. The system transmitting-group and receiving-group model at PHY-layer for our proposed mmWave cell-free m-MIMO and FBC-HARQ-IR based
6G multimedia mobile wireless networks.

3) User-Centric Downlink Finite-Blocklength Data Transmission Phase: We define the transmit signal matrix as
(1)
(n )
Xnmd  xm , . . . , xm d and receive signal vector as y nmd 
(1)

(n )

ym , . . . , ym d , respectively. Considering Rayleigh blockfading channel, we can derive the received signal, denoted
by y nmd ∈ C1×nd from the kth AP to the mth mobile user for
transmitting nd finite-blocklength data blocks as follows:
1

y nmd =

hk,m FRk,m FBk,m (Ωk,m ) 2 Xnmd
k∈K(m)
Ku

1

+
m =1 k∈K(m )
m =m

hk,m FRk,m FBk,m (Ωk,m ) 2 Xnmd + nm
(7)

where Xnmd and Xnmd are the signals sent to mobile user m and
mobile user m , respectively; hk,m ∈ C1×NT represents the
channel’s impulse response vector from the kth AP to mobile
user m; FRk,m ∈ CNT ×LT and FRk,m ∈ CNT ×LT are the analog
precoders for mobile user m and mobile user m , respectively;
FBk,m ∈ CLT ×NT and FBk,m ∈ CLT ×NT represent the digital
precoders for mobile user m and mobile user m , respectively;
Ωk,m ∈ CNT ×NT and Ωk,m ∈ CNT ×NT denote the power
allocation matrices which allocate total transmit power among
NT streams at the kth AP to mobile user m and mobile user
m , respectively; and nm is the AWGN with zero meanand
(1)
(N )
covariance Ind σ 2 . Define Ωk,m  diag ωk,m , . . . , ωk,mT as
the power allocation matrix, where diag{·} represents the diagonal matrix. In addition, we normalize the precoding matrices

2
as FRk,m FBk,m  = 1. As a result, the received signal at
F
mobile user m can be rewritten as in the following equation:
1

 k,m FB (Ωk,m ) 2 Xnd
h
m
k,m

y nmd =
k∈K(m)

Ku

1
2

 k,m FB  (Ωk,m ) Xnd + nm .
h
k,m
m

+
m =1
m =m

k∈K(m )

(8)

In addition, we can determine the signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR), denoted by γm , for mobile user m as
follows:

1 2
 

hk,m FBk,m (Ωk,m ) 2 
k∈K(m)

.
γm = 
2

 K
u
 
1
 
2

hk,m FBk,m (Ωk,m ) 2 
 +σ
 m =1


 m =m k∈K(m )

(9)

III. D ICTIONARY L EARNING BASED L OW-C OMPLEXITY
H YBRID P RECODER D ESIGN
Although the traditional suboptimal methods for selecting
analog precoder and combiner can avoid exhaustive search,
it still involves some high-complexity matrix operations. Due
to the sparsity characteristics of mmWave wireless fading
channels, we apply the dictionary learning method [22] to
solve the optimization problem in a low-complexity way.
During the dictionary learning based beam-training phase,
using Eq. (4), we can define the following over-complete beam
steering codebook for the RF precoder to achieve the sparse
representation for solving the optimization problem:


 T
jπ −1+ (2i−1)
jπ(NT −1) −1+ 2i−1
MT
MT
 (i) = √1
,
.
.
.
,
e
1,
e
f
c
NT
(10)
for i = 1, . . . , MT where MT > NT . Thus, we can
c =
rewrite
the beam-training
codebook at all APs as F


 (1), . . . , f
 (MT ) . Such an over-complete matrix introf
c
c
duces redundancy to the original beamforming codebook
matrix, improving both flexibility and capability of sparse
representation. Using the singular value decomposition (SVD),
the channel’s impulse response vector hk,m can be derived as
follows:
hk,m = Uk,m Σk,m (Vk,m )

†

(11)

where the columns of Uk,m is the left singular vector of hk,m ;
Σk,m denotes the diagonal matrix containing the singular
values of hk,m ; and the rows of (Vk,m )† represent the right
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Fig. 3. Frame structure with large-scale beam-training, small-scale uplink
training, and finite-blocklength downlink data transmission phases using
HARQ-IR protocol in mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO scheme,
where np is the number of channel uses for uplink pilot training symbols, n is
the total number of channel uses for both uplink pilot training and downlink
data transmission phases, L is the number of finite-blocklength data blocks
for the downlink data transmission using HARQ-IR protocol and n is the
blocklength of each data block using HARQ-IR protocol. Thus, nd = Ln
and n = np + nd = np + Ln.

singular vectors of hk,m . Define an optimal precoder matrix
as Fopt
k,m  Vk,m . Then, we define Dk,m  [Dk,1 , . . . , Dk,Ku ]
as the dictionary of beamforming codewords learned from
large-scale beam-training phase at AP k for mobile user m.
need to minimize
Motivated by P1 , we 
 the “distance” between
R
B
the layered precoder Fk,m , Fk,m and an optimal precoder
Fopt
k,m .

As a result, converting P1 , we can formulate the
following maximization problem P2 by using the concept of
the Fubini-Study distance [27]:


 opt † R

B 

Fk,m Fk,m Fk,m 
(12)
P2 : arg
max

R
B
{m,Fk,m ,Fk,m }
subject to constraints C1 and C2 given in Eq. (3), where
 ·  denotes the Euclidean norm. To solve the maximization
problem P2 , we can formulate an equivalent optimization
problem to minimize the Frobenius norm of the error between
the two precoders. Accordingly, the overall error minimization
problem for designing an optimal beam-training codebook for
our proposed cell-free mmWave m-MIMO schemes can be
reconstructed as follows:
 


 opt
(13)
min
P3 : arg
Fk,m − FRk,m FBk,m 
R
B
F
{m,Fk,m ,Fk,m }
subject to constraints C1 and C2 given in Eq. (3). Correspondingly, using the dictionary learning approach, we can reformulate problem P3 into the following minimization problem P4 :
 


 opt
min
(14)
P4 : arg
Fk,m − Dk,m FBk,m 
R
B
F
{m,Fk,m ,Fk,m }


† 


s.t. C3: FBk,m FBk,m  = LT , ∀m;
0


B 2

(15)
C4: Dk,m Fk,m F = 1, ∀m,
where M0 represents the 0 -pseudo-norm that counts the
number of non-zero entries in matrix M. For our dictionary learning based beam-training algorithm, our goal is to
minimize the object function given in Eq. (14) iteratively.
To solve the minimization problem P4 , we need to proceed with the following stages. 1) Sparse coding stage: We
fix the dictionary Dk,m and find the best matrix FBk,m by
applying any suitable approximation pursuit method. In this
paper, we apply the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
algorithm [28]. 2) Dictionary update stage: In the dictionary
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Algorithm 1 Dictionary Learning Based Beam-Training
Algorithm
Input: Ku , LT , and NT
(0)
c ∈
Initialization: Set the initial dictionary Dk,m = F
NT ×MT
R
, Fk,m = ∅, Gk = ∅, and  = 1
R
Dictionary Learning:
repeat
Sparse coding stage:
for m = 1 : Ku do
(,B)
Use OMP method to determine Fk,m for each example
()

Dk,m

:,i

(,B)

Select the best matrix
Fk,m and the strongest
 user by
 opt
()
(,B) 
solving arg min
Fk,m − Dk,m Fk,m 
(,B)
F
k,m }
 {m,F
opt
Gk = Gk {m }
end for
Dictionary update stage:
for i = 1 : MT do
(,B)
()
using Eq. (14)
Update Fk,m and Dk,m
end for
Set  ←  + 1
until convergence

:,i

update stage, the algorithm searches for a better dictionary
by updating one column at a time. During each iteration, all
columns in Dk,m is fixed except [Dk,m ]:,i , where [Dk,m ]:,i
represents the ith column of matrix Dk,m . Also, [Dk,m ]:,i
and the corresponding matrix FBk,m are updated for achieving
the minimum overall representation error in the optimization
()
problem P4 at the end of each iteration. We define Dk,m and
(,B)
Fk,m as the updated dictionary and the sparse representation
matrix after th iteration, respectively. Algorithm 1 is the
pseudo-code outlining our proposed dictionary learning based
beam-training algorithm.
Assume that the sparse coding stage is perfectly conducted,
we can retrieve the best approximations to FRk,m that contains
no more than e0 non-zero entries. In this case, when fixing
the dictionary Dk,m , the overall representation error given in
Eq. (14) will be decreased after each iteration. In addition,
during the dictionary update stage, an additional reduction or
no change in the overall representation error is guaranteed,
while not violating the constraints. As a result, such series
of iterations ensures a monotonic overall representation error
reduction, which indicates that the convergence to a local
minimum is guaranteed.
IV. T HE HARQ-IR P ROTOCOL IN THE F INITE
B LOCKLENGTH R EGIME
Unlike the traditional ARQ protocol, HARQ protocol
enables the receiver to exploit the received information from
previous HARQ transmission rounds to increase the successful
decoding probability of a data packet. Define Mm as the total
bits of data packet that is intended to be transmitted to mobile
user m. Each finite-blocklength codeword with length nd is
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divided into L equal-length blocks with n
 symbols each for
implementing HARQ-IR protocol, i.e., nd = L
n (see Fig. 3),
and will be transmitted consecutively in the following time
slots. Accordingly, we define the codeword with L finite(1)
(L)
blocklength data blocks as Xnmd  xm , . . . , xm . Denote
by Nl the number of HARQ-IR retransmissions, where
1 ≤ Nl ≤ L. Under HARQ-IR protocol, if the received data
packet can be successfully decoded at the receiver, an ACK
will be sent back to the transmitter, and the corresponding
data packet will be removed from buffer. Otherwise, an NACK
is sent back to the transmitter and another data block will
be transmitted until the codeword is successfully decoded at
the receiver or the maximum number of transmissions for the
packet is reached. If a data packet cannot be correctly decoded
at the end of the Lth HARQ retransmission round, it will be
discarded from buffer at the transmitter due to transmission
delay bound violation. In this section, by using the suboptimal
beam-training precoder design given by Algorithm 1 in
Section III, we can characterize the channel capacity as well
as the error probability using our proposed HARQ-IR based
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO system models.
Definition 1 ((
n, Nl , Mm , m )-code): We define a message
set Mm = {1, . . . , Mm } and a message W ∈ Mm which
is uniformly distributed on Mm . Under HARQ-IR protocol,
we define an (
n, Nl , Mm , m )-code (m ∈ [0, 1)) as follows:
N ×n
Nl that maps the
• An encoder Υ: {1, . . . , Mm } → C T
Nl with
message W ∈ {1, . . . , Mm } to a codeword Xnm
length n
Nl which satisfies the following maximum power
constraint:



 nNl 2
 Nl P m
(16)
Xm  ≤ n
where P m denotes the average transmit power for mobile
user m.


• A decoder D: A decoder Dhk,m
: C1×NT ×
hk,m ∈C1×NT

CNT ×nNl → {1, . . . , Mm } {e}, where e represents the
error event.
We apply the threshold
decoding rule [29],

n

Nl
n

Nl 
i.e., i Xm ; y m , hk,m > βm , where βm  log2 Mm2−1


is
denotes the decoding threshold and i XnNl ; y nNl , h
m

m

k,m

defined as the information density for the codeword of finite
blocklength n
Nl , which can be expressed as in the following
equation:

Nl ; y nNl , h
 k,m =
i Xnm
m
1

n
 Nl NT

1
n
 Nl NT

n
 Nl

im,j

j=1

(j) 
(j)
Py(j) |h ,x(j) ym |h
k,m , xm
m
m
k,m

log2
(j) 
Py(j) |h k,m ym |h
j=1
k,m

n
 Nl


(17)

m

 Nl
y nm

where
is the received signal with length n
 Nl ,
Py(j) |h ,x(j) and Py(j) |h
denote the conditional probam
m
m
k,m
k,m
bilities and im,j denotes the random variable with the same

Nl ; y nNl , h
 k,m .
distribution of the information density i Xnm
m
In addition, using HARQ-IR protocol, we can define the initial
transmission rate, denoted by Rm,in , for mobile user m as

follows:
Rm,in 

log2 Mm
bits/channel use.
n


(18)

Accordingly, the data transmission rate, denoted by Rm,Nl , at
the end of Nl th HARQ-IR retransmission to mobile user m
can be defined as follows:
Rm,Nl 

log2 Mm
Rm,in
=
bits/channel use.
n
 Nl
Nl

(19)

Under the dependence testing (DT) bound, previous
results [30] have shown that there exists an (n, Mm , m )-code
and average error probability, denoted by m , not exceeding
the following constraint:





 Nl ; y n
 Nl , h
 k,m
m ≤ Eh k,m PY nNl |h ,X nNl i Xnm
m
k,m
m
m


Mm − 1
< log2
2


Mm − 1
Nl ; y nNl , h
 k,m
PY nNl |h
i Xnm
+
m
k,m
m
2

 
Mm − 1
> log2
(20)
2
denote the conditional
where PY nl |hk,m ,X nl and PY nl |h
k,m
m
m
m
n

Nl
probabilities and y m follows the same distribution as the
Nl and is independent of the input signal
output signal y nm
n

Nl
Xm . When calculating the average decoding error probability, we consider two different error events, i.e., missdetection error and confusion error. Using the Berry-Esseen
Theorem [31], we can derive the miss-detection error probability which is given in the first term on the right-hand side
in Eq. (20) as follows:




Mm − 1
n

Nl
n

Nl 
PY nl |h k,m ,X nl i Xm ; y m , hk,m < log2
m
m
2
⎞
⎛

 Mm −1 
 k,m − log
Nl Cm h
⎟
⎜n
2
2
⎟
⎜
!
= Q⎝

⎠

n
Nl Vm hk,m


1
log2 2
+ B1 √
(21)
−2 √
n
 Nl
2π


 k,m denotes the channel capacity, Vm h
 k,m
where Cm h
is the channel dispersion, and

Nl ; y nNl , h
 k,m
6S i Xnm
m
B1 =
(22)
 32

Vm hk,m
where S[·] is the third moment operator. Furthermore, according to [30], we can obtain the following confusion error
probability which is given in the second term on the right-hand
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side in Eq. (20):





Mm − 1
Mm − 1
n

Nl
n

Nl 
PY nl |h
i Xm ; y m , hk,m ≥log2
k,m
m
2
2
⎡
⎤
⎫
⎧
⎬
⎨ nNl
⎢
⎥
= EPY nl |h ⎣exp −
im,j ½nN
⎦
l
Mm −1
⎭
⎩
k,m
m
im,j >log2 ( 2 )
j=1
j=1


log2 2
1
(23)
≤2 √
+ B2 √
n
 Nl
2π
where EPY nl |h [·] is the expectation with respect
k,m
m
to PY nl |h , ½{A} is the indicator function of the hypothesis
m

k,m

test A’s result, and
1


1
 Nl ; y n
 Nl 
 12S 11i Xnm
B2 =
m , hk,m
 k,m
Vm h
 1 
Nl ; y nNl , h
 k,m 11 .
−Eh k,m i Xnm
m

Considering the non-vanishing error probability, it is challenging to derive the closed-form expression of the channel capacity for our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free
m-MIMO schemes compared with the traditional m-MIMO
schemes. In the following theorem, we give the concrete
expression to derive an lower bound on the channel capacity
 k,m for our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free
Cm h
m-MIMO schemes in the finite blocklength regime.
Theorem1: The lower bound on the channel capacity
 k,m for our proposed mmWave user-centric cellCm h
free m-MIMO and FBC-HARQ-IR based 6G mobile wireless
networks is given as follows:

 k,m
Cm h

5 
† 
−1 

log det (Ξk,m ) − hk,m hk,m
≥ E
2

hk,m

(24)

Correspondingly, we can obtain the average decoding error
probability, denoted by m,Nl , for data packets with length n
 Nl
under HARQ-IR protocol over mmWave cell-free m-MIMO
based 6G multimedia mobile wireless networks as follows:
⎛
⎞

 Mm −1 

Nl Cm hk,m −log2
⎜n
⎟ B1 +B2
2
⎟+ √
!
m,Nl ≤ Q⎜

⎝
⎠
n
 Nl
 k,m
n
Nl Vm h

⎛

⎞
 k,m −log Mm −1
n
Nl Cm h
2
2
1 + B2
⎠ + B√

≈ Q⎝
.
n
 Nl
nK/NT
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 k,m
+ h

†

6
 k,m
h





−Eh k,m log2


† 
−1 

det (Ξk,m ) − hk,m hk,m
(28)

where det(·) is the determinant of a matrix and
5

K
u

Ξk,m 

Eh k,m hk,m

FRk,m FBk,m Ωk,m
m =1

k∈K(m )

†

× FRk,m FBk,m (hk,m )†



6−1
+σ

2

.

(29)

(25)
Using Taylor’s expansion for inverse Q function, we can derive
an upper bound on the finite blocklength coding rate for
our proposed mmWave cell-free m-MIMO schemes as in the
following equations:
2

3


3Vm h
 k,m

4
B1 +B2
log2 Mm
 k,m −
≤ Cm h
Q−1 m,Nl−
n
 Nl
n
 Nl
n
 Nl
2

3



 3
4Vm hk,m −1
1
 k,m −
≈ Cm h
Q (m,Nl )+O √
n
 Nl
n
 Nl
(26)
where f (x) = O(g(x)) if and only if there exists a positive
real number M and a real number x0 such that |f (x)| ≤
M g(x) for all x ≥ x0 . As a result, for our proposed
(
n, Nl , Mm , m )-code, we can derive the approximate decoding error probability for transmitting data packet of length n
 Nl
to mobile user m under perfect CSI as follows:
⎞
⎛
2
3


n

⎜3
 k,m − Rm,in ⎟
 Nl Cm h
m,Nl ≈ Q ⎝4
⎠
 k,m
Nl Vm h
(27)
where Rm,in is the initial data transmission rate for mobile
user m, specified by Eq. (18).

Proof: To derive the lower bound on the channel
capacity, we first need
 to analyze the mutual information
Nl ; y nNl |h
 k,m as follows [32]:
I Xnm
m



Nl; y nNl |h
 k,m =H XnNl |h
 k,m −H XnNl |y nNl, h
 k,m
I Xnm
m
m
m
m
(30)
where H(·) represents the function
of information entropy. We

Nl |h
 k,m in Eq. (30) as follows:
can derive H Xnm

Nl |h
 k,m = log (πeINT ) .
H Xnm
(31)
2
 nNl as the linear MMSE estimate of XnNl
Then, define X
m
m
n

Nl
 k,m . Correspondingly, using the subopgiven y m and h
timal beam-training precoders FRk,m and FBk,m derived in
Algorithm 1 in Section III, we can obtain the following
equation:
†
 k,m Ξk,m y nNl
 nNl = h
X
(32)
m
m
where
Ξk,m 

5


Eh k,m hk,m

Ku

FRk,m FBk,m Ωk,m
m =1 k∈K(m )


†
†
× FRk,m FBk,m (hk,m )



6−1
+σ

2
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Correspondingly, we can derive an upper
 bound on the conNl |y nNl , h
 k,m as in the following
ditional entropy H Xnm
m
equation:

Nl |y n
 Nl , h
 k,m
H Xnm
m


†
 Nl − X
 nNl XnNl − X
 nNl
≤ Eh k,m Xnm
m
m
m



†


= log2 πedet INT − hk,m Ξk,m hk,m
(34)
where INT is the identity matrix of size NT . Then, plugging
Eqs. (31) and (34) back into Eq. (30), we can derive a lower

Nl ; y nNl |h
 k,m as
bound on the mutual information I Xnm
m
follows [33]:

 Nl ; y n
 Nl 
I Xnm
m |hk,m



†


≥ log2 (πeINT )−log2 πedet INT − hk,m Ξk,m hk,m
5 
† 
† −1
 k,m h
 k,m
 k,m (Ξk,m )−1 − h
≥ log det IN + h
2

T

6
 k,m
×h

. (35)

Accordingly, we can derive a lower bound on the channel
capacity as follows:
⎤
⎡



Nl ; y nNl |h
 k,m = E  ⎣ max
 k,m ⎦
I Xnm
Cm h
m
hk,m
p



5

≥ Eh k,m log2
 k,m
 k,m h
−h


5



nN 
Xm l |h
k,m

 k,m
det INT + h
†

−1

−1

(Ξk,m )

 k,m
h


−1

 k,m
×h



6

= Eh k,m log2 det (Ξk,m )
6

†



5

†
†
 k,m + h
 k,m h
 k,m
−h


6
†

 k,m
 k,m h
−Ehk,m log2 det (Ξk,m ) − h
−1

m-MIMO and FBC-HARQ-IR based 6G mobile wireless networks is given as follows:
⎧
⎡

⎪
⎪
 Ku
⎨3P


⎢
m

 k,m FB 

⎢
E
nNl
h
Vm hk,m ≤ 8

k,m
h
k,m⎣
⎪
σ4

⎪


⎩
 m =1 k∈K(m )
2 ⎤
⎫

⎪

⎪
⎬
 ⎥
1
⎥ + 2 . (37)
× (Ωk,m ) 2 
 ⎦
⎪

⎪
⎭

Proof: To 
derive the upper bound on the channel disper k,m , we need to proceed with the following steps.
sion Vm h
First, we start with variance as in the following equation:

Nl ; y nNl , h
 k,m
Var i Xnm
m
 ⎞⎤
⎡
⎛
Nl |h
 k,m , XnNl
Py nNl |h ,XnNl y nm
m
⎠⎦

= Var ⎣log2 ⎝ m k,m m
n

Nl 
y m |hk,m
PynNl |h
k,m
m

Nl |h
 k,m , XnNl
≤ 2 Var log2 Py nNl |h ,XnNl y nm
m
m
m
k,m
 
n

Nl 
+Var log2 Py nNl |h
y m |hk,m
(38)
k,m
m
where Var[·] represents the variance and Py nNl |h ,XnNl
k,m
m
m
and Py nNl |h
are the conditional probabilities. Second,
k,m
m
using the suboptimal beam-training precoder FBk,m derived
in Algorithm 1 in Section III, we can apply the Poincará
inequality to derive the following equation:

Nl |h
 k,m
y nm
Var log2 Py nNl |h
1
 m k,m


2 1

1

Nl |h
 k,m  1XnNl
y nm
≤ Eh k,m ∇ log2 Py nNl |h
m
k,m
1 m
⎡
⎡

Ku

1
1
 k,m FB  (Ωk,m) 2
⎣
= 2 Eh k,m ⎣
h
E

k,m
 hk,m
σ

m =1 k∈K(m )
2 1
⎤
⎤
1
 1
1

1
Nl 1y nNl ⎦ − y nNl  1XnNl ⎦.
(39)
×Xnm
 1 m
m  1 m
1
 1
where ∇ is the Nabla operator. Third, we define
⎡
⎤

(36)
⎣
 Eh k,m

 k,m
which is a lower bound on the channel capacity Cm h
as shown in Eq. (28). Therefore, we complete the proof of
Theorem 1.
Traditionally, it is challenging to derive the closed-form
expression of the channel dispersion for our proposed
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes in the finite
blocklength regime. Using the suboptimal beam-training precoder design given by Algorithm 1 in Section III, we can

 k,m
derive an upper bound on the channel dispersion Vm h
for our proposed FBC-HARQ based mmWave user-centric
cell-free m-MIMO scheme as summarized in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2: The upper bound on the channel dispersion
 k,m for our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free
Vm h

Ku

 k,m FB  (Ωk,m ) 2 X
 nN l ⎦
h
k,m
m
1

m =1 k∈K(m )

⎡

 Eh k,m ⎣

Ku

m =1

 k,m FB  (Ω
h
k,m
k∈K(m )

⎤
1
1
1
 Nl y n
Nl⎦.
) Xnm
 1 m
1

1
2
k,m

(40)
Accordingly, we can have:


Nl |h
 k,m
y nm
Var log2 Py nNl |h
k,m

⎡m

Ku
 nN
1
1
l
 k,m FB  (Ωk,m ) 2
≤ 2 Eh k,m ⎣
−
h
y
m
k,m

σ

m =1 k∈K(m )
2 1
⎤
 1
 1 nN
n

N
  l  1X l ⎦
×X
m  1 m
 1
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1
⎤
1
1
 1
⎢
⎥
2
2
⎢ Nl 11 nNl 2 1 nNl ⎥
Xm  1Xm ⎥ + 2
Eh k,m ⎢y nm
2
1
σ
⎣
⎦ σ
1
1
⎡
⎤
2 1
 1
 Ku
 1 N ⎥
1
⎢
l
 k,m FB  (Ωk,m)2 X
 nN l 1Xnm
Eh k,m⎣
h
⎦
k,m
m  1

 1
m =1 k∈K(m )
⎡
2 ⎤

 Ku
 ⎥

1
6
nNl P m
⎢
B

2

h
E
F
(Ω
)

k,m k,m
k,m
 k,m⎣
h
 ⎦
4
σ

m =1 k∈K(m )
1


 n 2 1
 m  1  Nl
+4Ehk,m  2  1Xnm
1
σ
⎡
2 ⎤
 Ku

1 ⎥
6
nNl P m
⎢
B

2

Eh k,m ⎣
hk,m Fk,m (Ωk,m) 
 ⎦
σ4
m =1 k∈K(m )
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⎡

≤

×

≤

=

+4
nNl .

(41)

Following
the
similar
procedures
for
obtaining

n

Nl 
Var log2 Py nNl |h
y m |hk,m
in Eq. (41), we can
k,m
m
derive an upper bound on Var log2 Py nNl |h ,XnNl
k,m
m
m

n

Nl 
n

Nl
n

Nl
y
for all X
|hk,m , X
as follows:
m

m

m


Nl |h
 k,m , XnNl
Var log2 Py nNl |h ,XnNl y nm
m
k,m
m
m
⎡
2 ⎤


 Ku

1 ⎥
6
nNl P m
⎢
B

2

Eh k,m ⎣
hk,m Fk,m (Ωk,m )  ⎦
≤
σ4

 

m =1 k∈K(m )

+4
nNl

(42)

Finally, substituting Eqs. (41) and (42) back into Eq. (38),
we can derive
an upper bound on the channel dispersion

 k,m as follows:
Vm h
Vm





3P m


E
hk,m ≤ 8
nN l


σ 4 hk,m 

Ku
m =1

 k,m FB 
h
k,m
k∈K(m )
2 



× (Ωk,m ) 

1
2



+2

(43)

which is Eq. (37), completing the proof of Theorem 2.
V. E FFECTIVE C APACITY F OR S TATISTICAL D ELAY AND
E RROR -R ATE B OUNDED Q O S P ROVISIONING
IN THE F INITE B LOCKLENGTH R EGIME
In this section, by using the decode error probability function given in Eq. (27) in the previous Section IV, we can then
characterize the analytical relationship between the statistical
delay and error-rate bounded QoS metrics/schemes and decode
error probability function. In addition, we derive the corresponding effective capacity function under HARQ-IR protocol
for our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO
schemes in the finite blocklength regime.

A. Statistical Delay and Error-Rate Bounded QoS Metrics
Under Constant Arrival Rate in the Finite Blocklength
Regime
Statistical delay-bounded QoS guarantees [34] have been
extensively studied for analyzing queuing behavior for
time-varying arrival and service processes. Traditionally,
the effective capacity measures queue-length process which
is independent of the decoding error at the receiver. We
measure the delay-bounded QoS requirements for mURLLC
traffics under HARQ-IR protocol in the finite blocklength
regime as follows: a data packet of size n
Nl bits can be
successfully delivered to the receiver within a queueing delay
of no more than Dm,th symbols with a probability of at least
(1 − q,m ), where q,m is the delay violation probability for
mobile user m.
Based on the Large Deviation Principle (LDP) [35],
under sufficient conditions, the queue-length process Qm
converges in distribution to a random variable Qm (∞)
such that
−

lim

Qm,th →∞

log (Pr {Qm (∞) > Qm,th })
= θm
Qm,th

(44)

where Qm,th represents the buffer-size overflow threshold at
mobile user m and θm is defined as the QoS exponent for
mobile user m. To be more specific, Eq. (44) states that the
probability of the queue-length process exceeding a certain
threshold Qm,th decays exponentially fast as the threshold
Qm,th increases. As shown in [2], the larger θm corresponds
to the more stringent QoS requirement, while the smaller θm
leads to the looser delay constraint, which implies the system
can only provide a looser QoS guarantee.
Due to the non-vanishing error probability cased by the
finite blocklength data transmissions, the traditional queuing
behavior and effective capacity measurement approaches are
no longer appropriate for our proposed FBC-HARQ-IR based
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes. As a result,
we need to derive new analytical model for characterizing
QoS metrics/schemes and the corresponding effective capacity
function under statistical delay and error-rate bounded QoS
constraints. For our proposed HARQ-IR protocol, we define
ak,m (Nl ) as the amount of bits generated at the end of
Nl th HARQ-IR retransmission from the kth AP to mobile
user m and sk,m (Nl ) as the instantaneous data transmission
rate over wireless channels at the end of Nl th HARQ-IR
retransmission from the k AP to mobile user m. Define
l −1
 N
ak,m (j) as the accumulated source
Am (Nl ) =
k∈K(m) j=0

rate at the end of Nl th HARQ-IR retransmission to mobile user
l −1
 N
sk,m (j) as the accumulated
m and Sm (Nl ) =
k∈K(m) j=0

data transmission rate over wireless channels at the end of Nl th
HARQ-IR retransmission to mobile user m. Define Qm (Nl )
as the dynamics of queue-length process at the end of Nl th
HARQ-IR retransmission to mobile user m, which is given as
in the following equation:
Qm (Nl ) = max {Am (Nl ) − Sm (Nl ), 0} .
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Define Um (Nl )  Am (Nl ) − Sm (Nl ). We can rewrite the
queue-length process at the end of Nl th HARQ-IR retransmission to mobile user m as in the following equation:
Qm (Nl ) = max {0, Um (Nl ), Um (Nl ) + Um (Nl − 1), . . . } .
(46)
Assume that the average data arrival rate, denoted by μk,m ,
is a constant. Then, given the decode error probability function
m,Nl in Eq. (27) in Section IV, the delay-bounded QoS
constraint for mobile user m at the end of Nl th HARQ-IR
retransmission can be rewritten as follows:
⎧ ⎧
⎫⎫
6
5
⎨8⎨ Nl
⎬⎬
8
{Qm (Nl ) >Qm,th } = Pr
Um (j) > Qm,th
Pr
⎩ ⎩
⎭⎭
Nl

j=1

Nl

con
−θm
(μk,m ,m,Nl )Qm,th

≈ ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) e
(47)

con
(μk,m , m,Nl ) is defined as
where is the “or” operation, θm
the QoS exponent function considering the constant average
arrival rate scenario, and ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) is the probability that queue is non-empty. Note that the pair of funccon
tions {ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) , θm
(μk,m , m,Nl )} are functions of
the source rate μk,m and the decoding error probability
m,Nl , which depend on the channel condition and decoding
processes.
On the other hand, we can characterize the queuing delay
of the buffer at the end of Nl th HARQ-IR retransmission as
Dm (Nl ). First, using Eq. (47), we can derive the bound on the
steady-state delay distribution in terms of the delay violation
probability, denoted by q,m , given the decode error probability
function m,Nl in Eq. (27) in Section IV as follows:
5
6
8
{Dm (Nl ) > Dm,th }
q,m = Pr
Nl

≈ ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) e−θm (μk,m ,m,Nl )Rm,Nl Dm,th (48)
con

where Dm,th is the delay bound for mobile user m and Rm,Nl
denotes data transmission rate at the end of Nl th HARQIR retransmission for mobile user m, specified by Eq. (19).
Remarks: Comparing Eq. (47) with its equivalent Eq. (48),
we obtain the following relationships: Qm,th = Rm,Nl Dm,th .
Then, based on the derivations in [36], we can characterize
the estimated analytical relationship between the functions
con
(μk,m , m,Nl )} as follows:
{ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) , θm
⎧
⎨ ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) = E [D (N )] ;
m
l
θcon (μk,m , m,Nl )
(49)
⎩ m
ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) = Pr {Qm (Nl ) > 0} .
Accordingly, the expectation of the delay process can be
derived as in the following equation:
⎤
⎡
⎢ Am (N
l ) − Sm (Nl ) ⎥
E [Dm (Nl )] = E ⎣
⎦.
μk,m

(50)

k∈K(m)

Since Am (Nl ) and Sm (Nl ) are independent of each other,
we can determine the value of E [Am (Nl )] when Nl → ∞.
Using the Central Limit Theorem, we get
E [Am (Nl )] =

μk,m .
k∈K(m)

(51)

In order to derive the expected value of the accumulated
process Sm (Nl ), using Eqs. (18) and (19), we have
⎤
⎤
⎡
⎡
Nl −1
Nl −1
Rm,in ⎦
(52)
E ⎣
E [Sm (Nl )] = n
E ⎣
Rm,j ⎦ = n
j
j=0
j=0
Then, as Nl → ∞, we can obtain the long-term average
transmission rate (LATR), denoted by E [Nl ]. Correspondingly,
we derive the probability that the number of HARQ-IR retransmission rounds when Nl = j as in the following equation:
⎧  
 
Pr A0 −Pr A1 ,
for j = 1;
⎪
⎪

 j

⎪
⎪ j−1




9
9
⎪
⎨Pr
Aι −Pr
Aι , for 1 < j < L;
Pr{Nl = j} =
ι=1
5ι=1
6
⎪
⎪
L−1
⎪
⎪Pr 9 A  ,
⎪
for j = L,
j
⎩
j=1

(53)

9

where is the “and” operation and Aj (j = 1, . . . , L) denotes
the event that the received data packet cannot be decoded at the
end of jth HARQ-IR retransmission round. Correspondingly,
the LATR can be upper-bounded as follows:
⎧
⎫
L
:  ⎬
  L−1 ⎨L−1
jPr {Nl = j} = Pr A0 +
Pr
Aj
E[Nl ] =
⎩
⎭
j=1

j=1

L−1

≤ 1+
j=1

 
Pr Aj ≈ 1 +

j=1

L−1

m,j

(54)

j=1

 
 
where Pr A0 = 1 and m,j ≈ Pr Aj is the approximate
decoding error probability after jth HARQ-IR retransmission
round to mobile user m given by Eq. (27).
The probability that buffer is non-empty is similar to
the probability that the received SINR falls below a certain
specified threshold, i.e., the decoding error probability at
the receiver [37]. Due to the fact that the non-empty buffer
probability also considers the effect of packet accumulation in
the queue, the non-empty buffer probability is larger than the
decoding error probability, i.e.,
ηm (μk,m , m,Nl ) ≥ m,L

(55)

where m,L is the decoding error probability after L HARQ-IR
retransmission rounds for mobile user m, specified by Eq. (27)
when Nl = L. Using Eqs. (49), (50), (54) and (55), we can
obtain the following equation that characterizes the analytical
relationship between the decoding error probability and the
QoS exponent function considering the constant average data
arrival rate scenario:
m,L
con
(μk,m , m,L ) ≈
θm


−1
L−1


1−Rm,in
μk,m 1+
m,j
k∈K(m)

j=1

(56)
where Rm,in is the initial transmission rate for mobile user m
given by Eq. (18). Note that the above Eq. (56) implies that
there exists an analytical relationship between the decoding
error probability function and the QoS exponent function using
FBC-HARQ-IR protocol in the finite blocklength, i.e., given
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the error-rate constraints, we can them characterize the delaycon
bounded QoS exponent function θm
(μk,m , m,L ) for our
proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes
in the finite blocklength regime.
B. Statistical Delay and Error-Rate Bounded QoS Metrics
Under Random Arrival Rate in the Finite Blocklength Regime
1) Discrete-Time Markov Model: Consider a two-state
discrete-time Markov model for which the transition probability matrix, denoted by Jm , is given as in the following
equation:

p
pm,12
(57)
Jm = m,11
pm,21 pm,22
where pm,11 and pm,22 represent the probabilities that data
source remains in the ON state and OFF state, respectively,
in the next time slot and pm,12 and pm,21 are the probabilities
of transitioning to a different state in the next time slot. In
the OFF state of the discrete-time Markov model, no data
arrives from the source, while in the ON state, data arrives at
rate μk,m for mobile user m. Using the transition probability
matrix Jm , we can derive the steady state probability of ON
state, denoted by pm,ON , as follows [38]:
pm,ON =

1 − pm,11
.
2 − pm,11 − pm,22

(58)

Accordingly, we can characterize the average source rate as
follows:

μk,m (1 − pm,11 )
E [Am (l)] =

k∈K(m)

2 − pm,11 − pm,22

.

(59)

Similar to Eq. (56), we can derive the QoS exponent function,
DM
(μk,m , m,L), for discrete-time Markov model
denoted by θm
as follows:
m,L
DM
(μk,m , m,L ) ≈
.
θm
Rm,in (2−pm,11 −p
 m,22 )
1−
L−1


k∈K(m)

μk,m (1−pm,11 ) 1+

j=1

m,j

(60)
2) Markov Fluid Model: Consider data arrival as a
continuous-time Markov process. We can derive the transition
rate matrix, denoted by Gm , of data arrival process as follows:

−υm,1
υm,1
Gm =
(61)
υm,2
−υm,2
where υm,1 > 0 and υm,2 > 0 are the transition rates between
ON state and OFF state. Then, we can derive the steady state
probability of ON state as follows:
υm,1
pm,ON =
.
(62)
υm,1 + υm,2
Accordingly, we can characterize the average source rate as
follows:

μk,m υm,1
E [Am (l)] =

k∈K(m)

υm,1 + υm,2

.

(63)
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Similarly, we can derive the QoS exponent function, denoted
MF
(μk,m , m,L ), for Markov Fluid model as follows:
by θm
m,L
MF
θm
(μk,m , m,L ) ≈
. (64)
Rm,in (υm,1
+υm,2 )
1−
L−1


k∈K(m)

μk,m υm,1 1+

j=1

m,j

C. Effective Capacity Under HARQ-IR Protocol in the Finite
Blocklength Regime
We define the asymptotic log-moment generating function [39], denoted by ΛUm (θm ), of Um (Nl ) as follows:


1
(65)
log E eθm Um (Nl ) .
ΛUm (θm )  lim
Nl →∞ Nl
Since ak,m (Nl ) and sk,m (Nl ) are independent of each
other, we have ΛUm (θm ) = ΛAm (θm ) + ΛSm (−θm ), where
ΛAm (θm ) and ΛSm (θm ) are the asymptotic log-moment generating functions of the accumulated source process Am (Nl )
and the accumulated channel process Sm (Nl ), respectively.
For a given QoS exponent θm in Eq. (44), the processes
Sm (Nl ) and Am (Nl ) need to satisfy the following equation:
ΛAm (θm ) = −ΛSm (−θm ).

(66)

The effective capacity [2] is defined as the maximum constant
arrival rate that a given service process can support in order
to guarantee a QoS requirement specified by θm . Given a
service process Sm , the effective capacity of the service
process, denoted by ECm (θm ), where θm > 0, is defined
as follows [40]:
ΛSm (−θm )
.
(67)
θm
Considering the non-vanishing error probability, it is challenging to derive the closed-form expression of the effective capacity for our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO
schemes using the HARQ-IR protocol. The theorem that follows bellow derives the closed-form expression of the effective
capacity ECm (θm ) for our proposed mmWave user-centric
cell-free m-MIMO schemes under statistical delay and errorrate bounded QoS constraints in the finite blocklength regime.
Theorem 3: If the statistical delay and error-rate bounded
QoS constraints are specified by Eqs. (55)-(65), then the
effective capacity ECm (θm ) for our proposed mmWave usercentric cell-free m-MIMO and FBC-HARQ-IR based 6G
mobile wireless networks is given as follows:
⎛
⎞−1
L−1
Rm,in ⎝
Rm,in
1+
m,j⎠ +
ECm (θm ) =
2
2
j=1
⎧
⎛
⎞−2
⎪
⎪
L−1
⎨
2
n log (q,m )
× ⎝1+
m,j ⎠ +
⎪
Dm,th
⎪
j=1
⎩
ECm (θm )  −

⎡
⎢
×⎣

L−1

(2j −1) m,j
j=1

⎫1
⎞2 ⎤−1 ⎪ 2
⎪
⎬
⎥
⎠
⎝
−
m,j ⎦
⎪
⎪
j=1
⎭
⎛

L−1
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Fig. 4. The average data transmission rate per user vs. number of mobile
users Ku over mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based 6G mobile
wireless networks in the finite blocklength regime.

where Rm,in is the initial transmission rate specified by
Eq. (18), q,m represents the delay violation probability given
by Eq. (48), m,j is the probability that the received data packet
cannot be decoded at the end of jth HARQ-IR retransmission
round for mobile user m, which is given in Eq. (54), and Dm,th
is the delay bound for mobile user m.
Proof: Given statistical delay and error-rate bounded
QoS constraints, we can exploit the definition of the effective
capacity given in Eq. (67) and obtain the following equation:
ΛS (−θm )
ECm (θm ) = − m
θm
⎧ ⎡
⎤⎫
l −1
 N
⎬
⎨
−θ
s
(j)
m
k,m
1
k∈K(m) j=0
⎦ .
= − lim
log E⎣e
Nl →∞ θm Nl
⎭
⎩
(69)
Then, using the Central Limit Theorem, we can rewrite the
effective capacity ECm (θm ) when Nl → ∞ as in the
following equation [41]:
ECm (θm ) =
;

1
E [Sm (Nl )]
+
2
n
2
n

× (E [Sm (Nl )])2 −

2
n (− log (q,m ))
Var [Sm (Nl )] (70)
Dm,th

where
2

Var [Sm (Nl )] =

(
nRm,in )
.
Var [Nl ]

(71)

Accordingly, we can derive the variance of Nl when Nl → ∞
as follows:
< =
Var[Nl ] = E Nl2 − (E [Nl ])2
⎞2
⎛
L

j 2 Pr {Nl = j} − ⎝1 +

≈
j=1

L−1

m,j ⎠

j=1

L−1

= 1+

(2j +1)Pr
j=1

5

⎞2
6 ⎛ L−1
j
:
 
Aι − ⎝1+
m,j⎠
ι=1

j=1

Fig. 5. The CDFs of downlink data transmission rate per user over mmWave
user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based 6G mobile wireless networks in the
finite blocklength regime.
L−1





⎛

(2j + 1)Pr Aj − ⎝1 +

≤ 1+

L−1

j=1

⎛

(2j + 1)m,j − ⎝1 +

j=1
L−1
j=1

L−1

⎞2
m,j⎠

j=1

⎛

(2j − 1)m,j − ⎝

=

m,j ⎠

j=1

L−1

≈ 1+

⎞2

L−1

⎞2
m,j ⎠ .

(72)

j=1

Using Eqs. (70) and (72), we can obtain the expression for
effective capacity ECm (θm ) as given by Eq. (68), which
completes the proof of Theorem 3.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS
We use MATLAB-based simulations to validate and evaluate our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO
based schemes in the finite blocklength regime under HARQIR protocol. Throughout our simulations, we set the total bits
of the required data packet Mm = 108 bits, the average
transmit power P m can be choose from [1, 30] Watt for each
mobile user, the number of APs Ka = 1000, the number
of mobile users Ku ∈ [10, 300], the pilot signal transmit
power Pp can be choose from [1, 5] Watt for each mobile user,
the number of transmit antennas NT ∈ [100, 800], the number
of RF chains LT ∈ [5, 40], the number of entries of the
over-complete beam steering codebook MT ∈ [200, 1000],
and the maximum number of HARQ-IR retransmission rounds
L ∈ [5, 20].
We set the number of transmit antennas NT = 400,
the number of RF chains LT = 10, and the number of entries
of the over-complete beam steering codebook MT = 600,
the maximum number of HARQ-IR retransmission rounds
L = 10, the blocklength n
 = 600. Compared with the
mmWave m-MIMO based cellular schemes, Fig. 4 depicts the
average data transmission rate per user with different numbers
of mobile users Ku for our proposed mmWave cell-free mMIMO schemes. We can observe from Fig. 4 that the average
data transmission rate per user increases with the number of
mobile users for both cellular and cell-free schemes. Fig. 4
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Fig. 6. The MMSE performance vs. beam-training duration for our proposed
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes over 6G mobile wireless
networks.

also shows that with a higher average transmit power at the
APs, a better average data transmission rate per user can be
achieved. It is shown in Fig. 4 that our proposed mmWave cellfree m-MIMO schemes outperform the traditional mmWave
m-MIMO based cellular schemes in terms of the average data
transmission rate per user.
Using the same settings as in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 plots the
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the downlink
data transmission rates per user for our proposed mmWave
user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes compared with the
traditional cell-free m-MIMO schemes. We can observe from
Fig. 5 that there is always a crossing point between the
CDF curves corresponding to the user-centric (UC) cell-free
approach and the traditional cell-free approach. As shown
in Fig. 5, the Y-coordinate of the crossing point is far below
0.5 in both Ku = 20 and Ku = 8 scenarios. This implies that
for the majority of mobile users, our proposed mmWave usercentric cell-free m-MIMO and FBC-HARQ-IR based schemes
outperform the traditional mmWave m-MIMO based cellular
schemes over 6G mobile wireless networks.
We set the number of mobile users Ku = 20, the number of RF chains LT = 10, and the number of entries
of the over-complete beam steering codebook MT = 600.
Compared with the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based
processing scheme [42], Fig. 6 depicts the MMSE performance
with respect to the beam-training duration for our proposed
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO scheme. As shown
in Fig. 6, the DFT based processing scheme requires much
more training time compared with our proposed dictionary
learning based beam-training algorithm for achieving the same
MMSE performance. We can observe from Fig. 6 that for our
proposed dictionary learning based beam-training algorithm
and DFT based processing scheme, we can achieve better
MMSE performance with more transmit antennas NT over
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based 6G mobile
wireless networks.
Setting the number of mobile users Ku = 20, the number
of transmit antennas NT = 100, the number of RF chains
LT = 10, and the number of entries of the over-complete
beam steering codebook MT = 600, Fig. 7 plots the
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Fig. 7.
The MMSE performance vs. SINR (dB) for our proposed
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes over 6G mobile wireless
networks.

Fig. 8. The AoA estimation error vs. number of RF chains at the AP LT
for our proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes over 6G
mobile wireless networks.

MMSE performance with different values of SINR for our
proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes
in comparison with the Least Square (LS) based channel
estimation scheme and DFT based processing scheme. As
shown in Fig. 7, our proposed dictionary learning based
beam-training algorithm outperforms the LS based channel
estimation scheme and DFT based processing scheme in terms
of the MMSE performance even in very noisy environment
(small SINR environment). Fig. 7 also shows that when the
value of SINR is small, i.e., the noise is large, the gaps among
different curves are relatively small compared with large
SINR environment. This indicates that since the accuracy of
channel estimation is limited mostly by noise in low SINR
environment, different channel estimation methods only has
a small influence on the MMSE performance.
We set the number of mobile users Ku = 20 and the number of entries of the over-complete beam steering codebook
MT = 600. Fig. 8 depicts the average AoA estimation error
with varying numbers of RF chains at the AP LT for our
proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes
in comparison with the hybrid design based adaptive channel
estimation scheme proposed in [43]. As shown in Fig. 8,
the average AoA estimation error for our proposed dictionary
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Fig. 9. The LATR E [Nl ] vs. SINR (dB) under HARQ-IR protocol over
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based 6G mobile wireless networks
in the finite blocklength regime.

Fig. 11. The QoS exponent function vs. SINR (dB) under HARQ-IR protocol
over mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based 6G mobile wireless
networks in the finite blocklength regime.

Fig. 10. The LATR E [Nl ] vs. blocklength n under HARQ-IR protocol for
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes.

Fig. 12.
The QoS exponent function vs. blocklength n under HARQIR protocol over mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO based 6G mobile
wireless networks in the finite blocklength regime.

learning based beam-training algorithm is always less than
10◦ , which is independent from the number of RF chains at
the AP LT and mobile users LR . Fig. 8 also shows that our
proposed dictionary learning based beam-training algorithm
outperforms the hybrid design based adaptive channel estimation scheme in terms of the average AoA estimation error.
We set the number of mobile users Ku = 20, the number
of entries of the over-complete beam steering codebook
 = 600, the number of transmit
MT = 1000, the blocklength n
antennas NT = 800, and the number of RF chains LT = 20.
Using the function of LATR E [Nl ] derived in Eq. (54), Fig. 9
plots the LATR E [Nl ] with different values of SINR under
HARQ-IR protocol for our proposed mmWave user-centric
cell-free m-MIMO schemes in the finite blocklength regime.
We can observe from Fig. 9 that for a given maximum
number of HARQ-IR retransmission rounds L, the LATR
E [Nl ] is a decreasing function of the SINR. This implies that
as SINR increases, the average decoding error probability
decreases, which results in the decreased value of LATR
E [Nl ]. Also, as shown in Fig. 9, we can achieve a higher
value of LATR E [Nl ] with a larger number of the maximum
HARQ-IR retransmission rounds L, which validates the
analytical results specified in Eq. (54).
Setting the number of mobile users Ku = 20, the number
of RF chains LT = 20, the maximum number of HARQ-

IR retransmission rounds L = 25 and SINR to be 5 dB,
Fig. 10 depicts the LATR E [Nl ] with varying values of the
blocklengths n
 under HARQ-IR protocol for our proposed
mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes in the finite
blocklength regime. We can observe from Fig. 10 that for
a given number of transmit antennas NT , the LATR E [Nl ]
decreases as the blocklength n
 increases, and will finally
converge to one as n
 → ∞, which means that as n
 → ∞,
we only need one HARQ-IR retransmission round for a
successful decoded message at the receiver. This observation
obtained from Fig. 10 implies that as the codeword of length n

gets larger, the average decoding error probability decreases,
which results in the decreased value of LATR E [Nl ], verifying
the analytical results specified in Eqs. (27) and (54).
Then, we set the number of mobile users Ku = 20,
the blocklength n
 = 600, and the number of transmit antennas
NT = 500. Compared with the discrete-time Markov arrival
rate model, Fig. 11 plots the QoS exponent function with
different values of SINR under HARQ-IR protocol using the
average constant arrival rate model and the random arrival rate
model in the finite blocklength regime. Fig. 11 shows that
the QoS exponent function increases with higher value of the
SINR. We can observe from Fig. 11 that for a given maximum
number of HARQ-IR retransmission rounds L, we can achieve
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Fig. 13. The effective capacity ECm (θm ) vs. number of the maximum
HARQ-IR retransmission rounds L under HARQ-IR protocol for mmWave
user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes in the finite blocklength regime.

Fig. 14. The effective capacity ECm (θm ) vs. delay bound Dm,th and
blocklength n under HARQ-IR protocol for our proposed mmWave usercentric cell-free schemes in the finite blocklength regime.

a higher value of the QoS exponent function by setting
a larger number of the maximum HARQ-IR retransmission
rounds L, which validates the analytical results specified
in Eq. (56).
Now we set the number of mobile users Ku = 20,
the number of entries of the over-complete beam steering
codebook MT = 700, the maximum number of HARQ-IR
retransmission rounds L ∈ {5, 15, 20}, SINR to be 10 dB,
and the number of transmit antennas NT = 500. Using the
QoS exponent function derived in Eqs. (56) and (60), Fig. 12
depicts the QoS exponent function with varying values of the
blocklengths n
 under HARQ-IR protocol for our proposed
mmWave cell-free m-MIMO schemes in the finite blocklength
regime. Fig. 12 shows that for a given value of L, the QoS
exponent function is an increasing function of the blocklength
n
, which is consistent with the analytical results specified
in Eq. (56).
We set the number of mobile users Ku = 20, the number of
entries of the over-complete beam steering codebook MT =
800, the blocklength n
 = 600, the number of transmit antennas
NT = 600, and the number of RF chains LT = 20. Fig. 13
plots the effective capacity ECm (θm ) with different numbers
of the maximum HARQ-IR retransmission rounds L for our
proposed mmWave user-centric cell-free m-MIMO schemes
in the finite blocklength regime. We can observe from Fig. 13
that as the number of the maximum HARQ-IR retransmission
rounds L increases, the effective capacity ECm (θm ) decreases
and will finally converge to a certain value. In addition,
Fig. 13 shows that with a large/loose delay bound Dm,th , or
equivalently a large/loose buffer-size overflow threshold Qm,th
which is equal to Rm,Nl Dm,th due to the Remarks as described
in the paragraph following Eq. (48), we can achieve a larger
value of the effective capacity ECm (θm ), which verifies the
analytical results specified in Eq. (68) in Theorem 3.
Setting the number of mobile users Ku = 20, the number
of entries of the over-complete beam steering codebook MT =
800, the number of transmit antennas NT = 600, the number of
RF chains LT = 20, the maximum HARQ-IR retransmission

rounds L = 10, and SINR to be 15 dB, Fig. 14 depicts
the effective capacity ECm (θm ) with varying delay bounds
Dm,th and blocklengths n
 under HARQ-IR protocol for our
proposed mmWave cell-free m-MIMO schemes in the finite
blocklength regime considering both perfect CSI and imperfect
CSI scenarios. We can observe from Fig. 14 that the effective
 gets larger
capacity ECm (θm ) increases as the blocklength n
and will enventually converge to a certain value, which is
consistent with the analytical results specified in Eq. (68) in
Theorem 3.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have proposed system models that efficiently integrate
the HARQ-IR protocol with FBC over mmWave user-centric
cell-free m-MIMO based 6G mobile wireless networks. In
particular, we have established mmWave user-centric cellfree m-MIMO-based system models. Then, we have designed
dictionary learning based beam-training algorithm for solving
the low-complex beamforming optimization problem. We also
have characterized the channel capacity, channel dispersion,
and block error probability under HARQ-IR protocol using
FBC. Based on the information theoretic results in QoS theory,
we have derived QoS metrics in terms of the error probability and corresponding effective capacity function for our
proposed FBC-HARQ-IR based mmWave cell-free m-MIMO
schemes. We also have conducted a set of simulations to
validate and evaluate our proposed mmWave user-centric cellfree m-MIMO schemes by implementing statistical delay and
error-rate bounded QoS provisioning in the finite blocklength
regime.
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